A semantic parser is presented which aims at the attainment of a high linguistic coverage and an extendibility to many languages. To this end, a frequency distionary for Italian has been classified following LFG theoretical framework and a general decoder has been implemented to pass from the syntactic, to the semantic and conceptual levels. Syntactic structural derivation is produced by complete lexical froms, lexical redundancy rules and an extended phrase structure grammar which has been implemented in Prolog using XGs. Semantic and conceptual representation are produced following Jackendoff's system of conceptual representations plus a number of additions to compute time reference mainly inspired by J. Allen 's system (1983a, b). We believe that a text rethorical organizations is mainly governed by linguistic principles like the alternation of FOCUS and TOPIC, the use of definiteness to qualify referring expressions, etc. We describe two algorithm to analyse the level of text: Logical Form, which provides scope assignment to quantified expressions; an algorithm for anaphora resolution which incorporates linguistic information and a number of psycholingnistic heuristic. Finally, we briefly describe how the inference engine provided by KL-ONE is integrated into the previous modules to produce semantic entailment and linguistic inferences.
The Lexlcal Level A set of computer programs building on a primitive description of lexical items based on categorial status, subcategorization frames, inherent features, syntactic and semantic classes produces a number of representations divided up into four levels: a syntactic level, or Level 1, a functional level Level 2, a thematic level Level 3 and a conceptual level Level 4. Each level builds on the lower one using restrictions based on the information present at that level and the class information available. For instance, syntactic classes are only available at Level 2 in order to assign grammatical functions; semantic classes are only available at Level 3 and 4 in order to build thematic roles and conceptual representations.As to conceptual representations, they are an expansion of thematic roles, which are abstractions and reductions on the finer grained semantic structures of predicates, and can likewise be produced with additional information constituted by semantic classes.
The classification
The lexicon we have implemented is taken from the Frequency Dictionary of Italian with various additions: it contains over 7000 lemmas. There are approximately 4000 nouns, 1000 adjectives and 2000 verbs.
Rodolfo Deimonte is associate professor of Applied Linguistics at the University of Venice. He received his doctoral degree in 1973 in Venice: he was then granted the Australian-European Award and studied in Melbourne where he received the Ph.D. degree in 1978 from Monash University. At the beginning, he worked in quantitative linguistics mainly in literary research; he was then involved in a number of major projects transferring prosodic and phonological rules of Italian into implementations for synthetic speech. Since 1983 he has been more interested in parsing both syntactic and semantic: he is lately working on an EUREKA man-machine interface project for the automatic generation of linguistic descriptions.
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In addition, we have a list of about 500 function words(see Delmonte, 1989a) . The basic classification is intended to provide information to be used by more than one level of representation.
Level 1 is a complete syntactic representation with a rich number of features partly used by Level 2, partly by Level 3, partly by lexical redundancy rules, and partly by Level 4. Some of these features are associated with the predicate and some with its arguments: the former are features such as [+RAIS], [+INAC], [+PERC], [+FACT]; the latter are inherent semantic features and include the following, [+ANIM, -ANIM, +HUM, -HUM, +ABST, -ABST]. Only three features can have agentive and causative meaning, [+ANIM, +HUM, -HUM], where +Anim, stands for animal kind, +Hum for human kind, and -Hum for natural powers. These three features individuate then possible causers, the first two intentional, and the latter non-intentional. Level 1 lexical classification is obtained by an interactive program written in C language, which presents a series of windows with multiple choice menus. The classifier -a linguist -is thus required to provide what we define as full subcategorization frames which basically expand the classical notion of syntactic subcategorization and extend it to include explicit reference to the subject argument, a distinction between argumental XP arguments and predicative XP arguments, plus a number of syntactic and semantic features which are meant to allow the translation of each level of representation. They are also used by the parser to impose restrictions on the class of semantically compatible and appropriate modifiers and adjuncts.
Level 2 is an annotation in lexical funcitonal grammar (LFG) terms of complete grammatical functions onto major syntactic constituents: this level is coupled with a number of lexical redundancy rules, which are expressed as rules in the parser, in order to build derived structures such as passivized and pronominalized structures, inchoativized and intransitivized structures and so on.
Level 3 is a translation into the thematic roles augmented by a system of aspectual features. Aspectual classes are accounted by five features: STATES, ACTIVITIES, ACHIEVEMENTS, ACCOMPLISHMENTS, MOMEN-TANEOUS. They are derived from the more primitive features: -imperative, +imperative, +imperative, quasi imperative and the interaction with syntactic classes. In turn, both syntactic classes and aspectual classes contribute to the labelling of arguments in terms of Theta-roles as appearing in Level 3 representations. In terms of thematic relations, the subject of activity verbs cannot be a Theme and can be either an Agent or an Experiencer. In the class of activity predicates, achievements can be distinguished from accomplishment in that the latter class requires an agentive subject whereas the former does not. It is part of the nature of accomplishments that they involve a result or an end, and these can be expressed by the direct object or by another argument strictly subcategorized by the verb. Thus, an activity verb like "run" becomes an accomplishment if there is a specific distance to overcome or a specific goal to attain. This implies that verb aspectual classes are closely connected with the semantics of the arguments of a predicate. As to syntactic classes, PSYCHic verbs receive a labelling of their arguments in terms of Theta-roles that assigns THEME to the Subject argument and EXPERIENCER to the Object one. Level 4 is a classification in conceptual representation derived strictly from Level 3 plus information on semantic categories. Level 1 lexical classification is listed in the following Table which shows the basic items included in our system of representation.
